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THREAD: What do false statements in loan documents
provided by Trump to lenders tell us?

1/ Today @washingtonpost published documents called "Statements of Financial

Condition" that Trump provided to lenders in order to obtain loans. The documents

contained numerous inflated figures and omitted important details that inflated his

net worth.

David Fahrenthold
@Fahrenthold

NEW: How did @realDonaldTrump inflate his net worth to 
lenders? 
--Added 10 stories to Trump Tower. 
--Added 800 acres to his winery. 
--Added 24 ready-to-sell lots to his property in CA.  
We've got (some of the) inflated docs investigators now want to 
see. washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/…
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20.6K people are talking about this

Trump’s odd financial statements: Omitted debts, overvalued …

House Democrats and New York investigators are looking at Trump’s
‘statements of financial condition,’ which contained exaggerations
washingtonpost.com

@washingtonpost 2/ For example, Trump's 2011 financial statement said that he had

55 home lots for sale, but he only had 31 lots zoned. He also said that Trump Tower

had 68 stories, even though it only had 58 stories.

@washingtonpost 3/ According to @washingtonpost, New York's state Department

of Financial Services are looking at these records, as is Congress. That makes sense,

because making false statements to a lender to obtain a loan can be a federal or state

crime.

@washingtonpost 4/ That has caused some legal analysts to throw out the term

"bank fraud" and suggest that these documents could lead to major criminal liability. 
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In fact, however, it would be challenging to use these documents as the basis of a

criminal prosecution. Much more would be needed.

@washingtonpost 5/ I have investigated, prosecuted, and tried large-scale bank fraud

cases, and it is true that a false statement to a bank is the core of a bank fraud

violation. 

 

But that brings us to our first hurdle. The documents contain broad disclaimers in

them.

@washingtonpost 6/ The documents state that "users of this financial document

should recognize that they might reach different conclusions" about Trump's net

worth if they "had access to a revised statement of financial condition."

@washingtonpost 7/ This disclaimer really only applies to specific items excluded

from the document, but in a criminal trial, a defense attorney could point to this

disclaimer and say that it shows that the document wasn't really false or at the very

least there was no intent to defraud.

@washingtonpost 8/ Even if the document is false (and I think it is, despite this

disclaimer), a prosecutor would have to prove that Trump *knowingly* made the

false statement. 

 

Trump did *not* sign these documents himself. His accounts did.

@washingtonpost 9/ To prove Trump's guilt, a prosecutor would have to show that

he knew that the statements in these documents were false when he provided them to

lenders. 

 

That can be shown via other evidence, like an email or sworn testimony from the

lenders.

@washingtonpost 10/ If a prosecutor could prove beyond a reasonable doubt that

Trump knew a statement he provided to a lender in connection with seeking a loan

was false, that is a different federal felony (18 U.S.C. § 1014), which prohibits false

statements to banks.

18 U.S. Code § 1014 - Loan and credit applications generally; renewals…

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1014
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@washingtonpost 11/ That is an easier offense to prove. To prove bank fraud, a

prosecutor would have to also prove that Trump had the "intent to defraud." In other

words, that he had the intent to deceive or trick the bank in order to get the bank's

money.

@washingtonpost 12/ That can be a challenge to prove. For example, when I was a

federal prosecutor, I prosecuted and convicted a real estate mogul and his defense

was that he had many properties and companies and was not aware of the false

statements in some documents he signed.

@washingtonpost 13/ In that case, the sheer volume of false statements (and

testimony from a former CFO who warned him) was enough. But you can't just throw

up a few documents with false statements in them and call that proof beyond a

reasonable doubt that someone defrauded a bank.

@washingtonpost 14/ To prove that someone committed bank defraud, you have to

show that they lied about things that mattered, that they knew the lies were false, and

that they made them with the intent to trick the bank. 

 

So are these documents a start? Yes. They are false and misleading.

@washingtonpost 15/ The question is what other evidence is present. What evidence

is there that Trump knew he was making false statements to banks? What evidence

was there that Trump was trying to trick banks into giving him loans? That is what it

would take to prove bank fraud. /end
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